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Abstract

Importance sarnpling is a popular tool for numelical integration. The accuracy of

its result, however, depends on the chosen importance density - a good choice may

increase efficiency, but an inappropriate choice can cause devastating loss in accuracy.

Moreover, in practice there is no guaranteed way to choose a good importance density.

This problem becomes more severe when the dimension of the integral increases.

Recently, Fu and Wang (2002) have developed a new Moute Carlo method fol mul-

tivariate sampling. In this paper, we extend their algorithm to numerical integlation

problerns. We demonstrate that this apploach has many advantages over importance

sampling. In particular, this algorithm is dimension-fi'ee and easy to implement. It

is also applicable to many kinds of real functions arising in real life, including non-

differentiable, and discontinuous functions. Some benchmark examples are used to

clemonstrate this algoritiim and to compare it with the irnportance sampling rnethod.

IX
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Introduction

A variety of statistical problems result in evaluating integlals of the following form:

r: I s@) dr,
./m¿

(0.0 1)

where d > I, r : (rr,r2,...,r¿) € ìRd, and g e Lr(Rd), which is the set of all

integrable functions on IR.d. For example, in many statistical analysis, researchers

want to calculate the moments of celtain random variables, such as posterior rneans,

variances of a Bayesian postelior distributions.

The developrnent of a method of calculating integrals of the form (0.0.1) comes

to life and becomes useful when one recognizes that many quantities of interest rnay

be cast as expectations with respect to certain probability measures. For-example, it

is possible to express all probabilities, integrals, and summations as expectations.



Probabili,ties: Let Y be a random variable, the probability tliat Y takes on some

value in a set A can be expressed as an expectation using the indicator function:

P(Y e A):ElIe(Y)1, (oo2)

where I¿(Y) is the indicator-function that takes the value 1 when Y e A, and 0 whe¡

v¿ af Y rL,

Integrals: Consider a problern now which is completely detelministic-integrating

a function q(z) frorn a t'o b. So we have fi q@) dr. This can be expressed as an

expectation with respect to a uniforrnly distributed, continuous random variable U

between a and b. U has density function fr(u) : Il(b - a), so if we rewrite the

integral we get

iq(r), dr :
0-a

(oo3)

Di,screte Surns: Tlie discrete version of the above is just the sum of a function

q(r) over the finite values of ø in a set A, where A : {to,,i : I,2,... ,n}. If we

have a random variable I4l, which takes values in A and all with equal probability

p: P(W:ro).Then the sum may be cast as the expectation as

þ-ù l"
¡b

(b - o) 
J" ø@)fu@)ch,

(b - a)ølq(u)].

1¡ q@¿)p
n4',1

ltlnrwl
p

\ø@ù :

(004)



The immediate consequence of this is that all probabilities, integr-als, ancl sum-

mations can be approximated by the Monte Carlo method. A crucial thing to note,

however, is that there is no restriction that says U or W above must have uniform

distributions. This is just for easy illustration of the points above. We will explore

this point more while consider-ing importance sampling in tlie later chapters.

Various techniques have been developed for cornputing integrals. Generally speak-

ing, those techniques can be classified into two categories. The fir-st category contains

deterministic methods, such as the methods of asyrnptotic expansion ancl multiple

quadrature. They are commonly used for the integrals with a certain degree of

smoothness and low dimension. A detailed discussion of cleterrninistic methods can

be found in Evans and Swartz (2000). The second category includes stochastic meth-

ods, such as the rnethods of Monte Callo simulation, importance sampling, ancl the

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Generally speaking, the stochastic methods

perfor-m better- when the integrands are of relatively high dimensions (say > 4) or

involve ill-shaped integrands. General discussions of stochastic methods are given in

Tijrns, H. C.(2003), Evans ancl Swartz (2000), and the reference therein.

One of the popular stochastic methods for numerical integration is the importance

sarnpling method. It requires specification of a density function lz(r) k¡own as an

i,mportance sampler. Further, the support of h(r) should cover that of g(r); Then,



the integlands in (0.0.1) can be wlitten as

(0.0.5)

That is to say, the original integlal can be written as an expectation of hf h wilh

respect to the density h(r). As we will see in later chapters) a well-chosen importance

sampler h(r) can lead to gr-eatly improved estimates of an integral cornpared with

those frorn among the nominal methods. Thelefore, importance sampling rnethocl is

also sometimes viewed as a variance reduction technique.

Howevet, it should be observed that the variance has been reduced at the cost

of doubling the number of function evaluations. There are also some r-estrictions

on choosing a proper importance sampler. Even though we foliow such c¡iteria to

choose an importance sampler, importance sarnpling approxirnations can still fail

dramatically. One of the main reason is that, if h(r) decreases towards 0 faster than

92 (r)h2 (r) as r moves away from its modes, we will experience an infinite variance (see

Chapter 2). Moreover', as the dimension increases, the task of choosing an importance

sarnpler h becornes more difficult to accomplish. An improper choice of importance

sampler will only lesult in an unsatisfactory approximation. Therefore, finding a good

irnportance sampler function is neither an easy nor- safe task.

Thele are many variance reduction techniques that can be used in conjunction

with importance sampling, we will briefly discuss an important special case called

Adaptive Impoltance Sampling (AIS). Discussion of a wider class of techniques can

t: Iu,ßnoror 
: ulffil, where x - h(r).



be found in Evans and Swaltz (2000), owen and Zhou (2000), Man-Suk and Berger

(1991), etc.

Recently, Fu and Wang (2002) developed an alternative approach to multivariate

randotn sarnple generation. Their method cornbines numerical and sarnpling-based

approaches. In particular, it involves analytical apploximation of the density function,

landom discretization and contourization of an empirical space induced by samples

frorn the uniform distribution on [0,1], and sampling obselvations from contours of

the empirical space accolding to the discretized density function.

In this thesis, we will apply the random-discletization based monte carlo sampling

method to find sufficient and accurate importance region, followed by calculation of

the sample rnean as an estitnate of the integral over a deterrnined importance r-egion.

We also use the magnitude of the mean square error as a cliterion for the goodness of

the estimator'. We will demonstrate that this approach has several aclvantages over

importance sampling rnethod or adaptive irnportance sampling method in cer-tain

circumstances.

In Chapter'1, we briefly review the traditional monte carlo numerical integration

method. Chapter 2 is devoted to importance sampling. Chapter 3 discuss the ¡se

of adaptive importance sampling technique for numerical integration. In Chapter- 4,

we describe the method of random-discretization basecl monte carlo Sampling over.

an irnportance region, and how this method applies to integration problems. Sorne



benchmark examples are presented in Chapter 5, and finally, we conclude with some

discussion on further research in Chapter 6 .



Chapter 1

Monte Carlo Method for
Ir{umerical Int egrat ion

In this Chapter we will have a brief look at Monte Carlo Sarnpling method for nu-

rnerical integration.

1.1 Monte Carlo Methods

The term " Monte Callo" was apparently first used by UIam ancl von Neurnann as

a Los Alarnos code word for stochastic simulations, which applied to builct better

atomic bornbs. Their methods, involving the laws of chance, were aptly named after

the international gaming destination; and soon after the War', a wide range of sticky

ploblems yielded to the new techniques. Despite widespread use of the rnethod, ancl

nurnerous descriptions of thern in articles and monoglaphs, it is difficult to find a

succinct definition of "Monte Carlo method" in the literature. Perhaps this is owing

to the intuitive nature of the topic, whicli spawns nany definitions by way of specific



examples. Some authors prefer to use the term "stochastic simulation" for almost

everything, reserving " Monte Carlo" only for Monte Carlo integration and Monte

Carlo tests (Ripley 1987). Others seem less concerned about blurring the distinction

between simulation studies and Monte Carlo methods.

Monte Carlo is the art of approximating an expectation by the sample m.ean

of a function of simulated random variables; moreover, it invokes the law of large

numbers to apploximate expectations. While rnost Monte Carlo simulations are done

by computer today, there \ /ere many applications of Monte Carlo methods using coin-

flipping, card-drawing, or needle-tossing (rather than cornputer genelated pseudo-

random numbers) as early as the turn of the last century - long before the name

Monte Carlo arose.

L.2 Monte Carlo Integration

Consider a random variable (or vector') X with probability mass function or probabil-

ity density function f x(r), and 9(r) is a real-valued function whose domain includes

the possible values of X. Then the expected value of g(r) can be wr-itten as (Bain

and Engelhardt, 1992 p.72):

e t(g(x)l : 
Ð 

s(r)f "(") if x is clisclete,

rElglXì|1: I s(r)f x(r)dr if X is continuous.
"/¿e Rd

(1 .2 1)

(1.2.2)



In this work, we are primarily interested

erwise specified. Now, let us denote .T :

are independently, identically distributed.

Îr: gr(N) :

in continuous landom variables

(Xr,. . . , Xn), where lhe X¿,i, :

unless oth-

I,2,' ' ' ,n

is given byThen, the sarnple mean of g(r)

,n.l-
- ) s(X¡),
TL4

i=7

which is a Monte Carlo estimator of E[9(X)]. One other thing to note at this point

is that this estimahor, p,(X) is unbiased foL E[g(X)]:

Elr,"@)l :

(1.2 3)

Tlre acculacy of this estimator g"(x) rnay be described by its variance:

"[;å n(*)f

1i Elg'-',)l
rL4

i=7

B[g(x)]

va,-ls,(x)l : v". flinfx,ll
ln -i:, l

: Var[.q(X)]
n

: : l-^lslù - eig(x)l]' ¡*1'¡d'',

provided Elg'(r)l < oo. So, for any given sample sizen, the variance of the estimator

g"(X) can be calculated by (I.2.\. As the sample size n increases to infinity, the

valiance of g"(X) decreases to zero. ln fact, if E[g(X)] exists, then the weak law of

large numbers (WLLN) tells us that for any arbitr-arily srnall € ) 0,

,\'."" r(lî"- Btg(x)ll > .) : o (1.2 b)

(1.2.4)
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Furthermore, the strong law of large numbers (SLLN) says

r (Jgå î, : Elg(x)i) : r (1 26)

It guarantees almost certain convergence of the approximation; i.e., as long as n is

large enough, În arisingfi'om a Monte Carlo experiment shall be ciose to E[g(X)] as

desired.

1.3 Random l\umber Generation

Usually, monte carlo methods require the generation of random samples from a wide

variety of probability distributions. Our purpose here is to review the prirnary meth-

ods for constructing generators. The books which cleal witli random variate gener-ation

include Bain Engelhardt (1991), Evans and Swaltz (2000), Ross (1g97), etc.

1. Uniform random variables generation. All random number generators are

based on a procedure of generating a sequence Lt4,'t12,... of values in [0,1] that can be

considered a realization of an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) sequence

fi'om a uniform distribution. By this, we m.ean that the sequence uL,?tr2,... has all

the properties that an i.'i.d uniform sequence fuomUni,f (0, 1) distribution is supposecl

to have.

The most colnmon class of generators is based on a choice of a number M, which

is big enough, a function Í t {0,1,..., M - I}o -+ {0,1,..., M - I} and a set of



11

initial or randorn seed values L\,'t-12,..' ,,Ltrk.The sequence is then generated via

'ui+7 : Í(un-x*r,. . .,u¿), (131)

foyi:Æ,Æ+1,'...

2. Inverse methods for random variable generation. A clirect methocl of gen-

erating random numbers from a non-uniform probability distribution, when possible,

is to use inversion. Suppose that we have a random variable X with distribution func-

tion -F. Then for z e [0, 1], define the inverse distr-ibution function F-i : [0, t] -+ IR

by

F-'(u): inf{ølz ( F(")}

We note that

(i) P-t is increasing,

(ii) F("-'f"l) ) u, and. r-t(rçr¡) .,,
(iii) z ( Jr(") if and only if F-l(u) ç z,

(iv) F-r is left-continuous.

We then have the following result

Lemma 1.3.1. IÍU - Unif (0,7), then X : F-r(U) - F.

3. Rejection Method for random variable generation. Suppose that / is a

(possibly unnolmalized) density on IR frorn which we wish to sample, g is a densitv on



72

IR and there exists c > 0 such that f { cg. Suppose f'urther we have an algorithm to

generate random numbers from g. The rejection algorithm then proceeds as follows:

1. Generate Y - g and independently generate IJ - Uni.f (0,I);

2. If Ucg(Y) > Í(Y), then, reject the generated )z ancl repeat step 1. Otherwise,

return X:Y and stop.

Of course, there are many other methods fol generating random variables, such as

adaptive rejection method, hit-or-miss method, Gibbs Sampling and more generally,

the MCMC methods.



Chapter 2

I*portance Sampling

Though it is typically easy to forrnulate a quantity as an expectation and to propose

a "naive" Monte Carlo estimator, it is quite another thing to actually have the Monte

Carlo estitnator plovide you with good estimates in a reasonable amount of computer'

time. For most problems, a number- of Monte Carlo estirnators may be proposed;

however, some Monte Carlo estimators are clearly better than others. Typically, a

"bettet" Monte Carlo estimator has smaller mean square erlor (MSE) for the same

amount of computational effort than its competitors.

To introduce importance sampling we consider its opposite. Suppose we want

Monte Carlo approximation to Ïi g@)¿r. Further suppose that 9(r) : 0 for z (

andr>1.

If we have U ^Uni,Í(O, 1), then we can cast the integral as the expectation with

respect to U: fi g@)¿, : E[g(U)]. So we may approximate it by a Monte Callo
1

estimator, : tL, g([4) using a random sample (Jt,(J2,. . . ,Un. This woulcl work' n, -o-t

a

0

13



t4

reasonably well; however, another possibility is one can use W ^ Unif (0, b) giving

li g@)a, :!Ð[g(W)], hence the Monte Carlo estimator i, I Di=, g(W¿). Obviousty,

such a course of action makes no sense at all because, on average,80y0 of the realized

ur¿'s would tell you nothing substantial about the integral of g(r) since g(z) : 0 for

1 < z < 5. is sometimes called "barely relevant sampling". The variance of the

estimator is:

vu.fI \l gw)l : 2Jva,-fs(w¡l
Ln?". .,) 

n
2=I

: ':l: lo' s'@)a, -,1: !s@aù')
1r fL: 
;ln J, e'@)dw + var[e(u)]]

: ! 
[^' s2@)c]w-ru",.[; lofuS]n Jo i:I

Ln,- I
i=7

It does make clear that one's choice of distribution from which to draw random

variables will affect the quality of the Monte Carlo estimator.

In this Chaptel we will introduce the technique of importance sampling for ap-

proximating tlie integral in (0.0.1).
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2.L Fundamental Theories of Importance Sampling

Definition 2.L.L. If f (r) is a density function of x, then the support of /(z) is

denoted as Supp(f), i.e.,

Suppj):{reRd:/(r) +0}

Consider the approxirnation of the integral

I(g): 
lu,s@)dr,

where r € IRd, ancl g € ¿1(R'l) is integrable. The method of importance

requires specification of a density function h(r), known as an importance

that satisfies Supp(g) c Supp(h). We can then write (2.L2) as

I(o\ : t 9(,') or¡or : E. ¡g(x)1'\Y / - Jo, t çr¡t,\e 
)wþ - "o Lh(X)l ,

PtJgå În,n:1(g)l : r

wlrele X - h(r). The original integral is written as an expectation with respect to

the density h(r). As an additional requirement, we suppose that we have a reasonably

efficient algorithrn for generating randorn samples from h(z). Then based on a sample

Xt,'.. ,Xn from h(r), the importance sampling estimator of I(g) is given by

în,n:1i gl er4)n ? h(xo)'

A justification for (2.I.4) to be a valid estimator for 1(9) in (2.1.3) is the strong law

of large numbers, which implies that

(2.1.1)

(2.12)

sampling

sampler,

(2 13)

(2.1 5)
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Therefore, for large values of n we expect I¡r,nto be a good approximation to I(g).If

we are to examine the goodness of the estirnator for any given finite sample size n,

\Me use the measure of the mean square error (MSE), defined as following (Bain and

Engelhardt 7992, pp. 309).

Definition 2.L.2. if ? is an estimator of r(9), where r(á) is a known function of

parameter á., then lhe bias of 7 is defined as

b(T) :Ee(T) -'(0),

and the mean square error (MSE) of T is defined as

(2 1.6)

MSE(T) :EelT-r(0)l'.

Proposition 2.1.1. If T i,s an estimator of r(0), then

(2.r.7)

MSE(?) : EelT-r(0)l'

øelT - EtQ)l'+ [Ee(") - ,(0)l'

vaL(Z) + [ó(")]'z

(2 18)

The MSE is a reasonable critelion that considers both the variance ancl the bias

of an estimator. It provides a useful meâns for comparing two or mole estirnators. In

our case, we have

MSE(In,") :EnlÎn,, - tfs)l



T7

Since Î¡,,nis an unbiased estimator of I(g), i.e. E(l¡,,) :1(9), then,

MSE(fi,,,) : Var-¡[f¡,,] (2.1.9)

t
oi,:
n,

where

ol : Uu' lo(X)t
'Lh(-x)l

: I-'l#- IG)l'n1'¡d''

: t g'@) ¿. _ 12( n\
l*,îó'tr - t'ls) (2'1'10)

provided 92 (r) lh(r) € ¿1(lR). Then by the Central Limit Theolem (CLT) (Bain and

Engelhardt L992, p.238), we have the following result.

Proposition 2.r.2. Suppose that X1,X2,... ,Xn are i.i.d. random uariables from

the i,mportance sarnpler h(r), which sati,sf,es the condi,tions of; < æ and Su,pp(g) c

Supp(h). Then as n ---+ @,

Î^" 
, \:) 3 ,ni1o, r¡. (2.1.11)

"olJn 
- \"'^./'

Definition 2,L.3. For sequences Xn,h of random valiables, we write Xn: Or(h),

if for any e ) 0, there exist M, > 0, and ¡/. > 0 such that

P(l+l ".)..\l y" | '/

for all n2 N,.(i.e., the sequence X"lY" is bounded in plobability.)
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Then proposition 2.I.2 implies that

(2.1.12)

where llt/" -+ 0 as n -+ æ. In this case, we say that importance sampling estimator

converges to I(g) at the rate tl1/n Note that this requires the variance of the

estimator to be finite. Also, we observe that the rate of convergence in (2.1.12) is

independent of the dimension d.

In practice, the quantity of o2n in (2.t.9) is unknown. Since

îu,n- r(g): o, (h) ,

2':lffif'-{î0,,)',o_;?_

By the SLLN, and (2.1.5), we have the following result.

(2.1.13)

Proposition 2.1.3. Suppose xt,Xz,... ,Xn are i,.i,.d. random uariables from h(r),

whirch satisf,es o'n < * and Supp(h) Ç Supp(g). Then,

1,r," - I (g)

tnl t[,
3 ll1o, r;. (2.r.14)

P[lim s2n: of;]:1.

Fulthermore) we have the following lesult

Proposition 2.L.4. Suppose that X1,X2,..' ,Xn are i,.i.d. random uariables from

an i,mportance sarnpler h(r), which satisfi,es the conditions o2n < æ and S"pp(g) Ç

Supp(h). Then as n ----+ æ,
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Proof. By the strong law of large numbers, \rye have that s2,r-+ o2n with probability 1,

as n -+ oo. Then (2.1.13) follows from Proposition 2.7.2 and Slutsky's theorem (Bain

and Engelhaldt, 1992 , p.248).

Result (2.r.4) has the interpletation that the interval Î,,,n+.3shl\,ñ contains the

value 1(g) with virtual certainty when n is large. We illustrate the following sirnple

example as an application of importance sampling method.

Example 1. Consider the function 9(r) : 4tfi -fi, r € [0,1]. Suppose we wish to

evaluate I : Ï: g@)d,r, which is n'.

Let us first use the uniform importance sampler h(r) : !, r € [0,1]. In this case,

tr

172

în.n :1 f +
n4i-1

where the Xis are i.i.d. - Uni.f [0,1]. This estimator is unbiasecl with variance

Var'(1¿,") : s(r)2dr -

16(1 - ø2)

P)

d, - *')

:(1,,

iU,'
0.7968

n

Now, consider another importance sampler h(r)

then generate X1,"' ,Xn - h(r), which yields the

(2.1.15)

- 2-2r, where r e [0, 1]. We can

importance sampling estimator

v !- 2"fi -fiT-th,¡t 
-
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whose valiance is

var(i¡,,,) : * (1,' # o, - r)
::(1,'Wa'-æ) (2 116)

2.0982

2.2 Choice of Importance Sampler

From Example 1, we clearly see that clifferent choices of irnportance sampler result

in different precision of estimators with respect to the magnitude of the sample var-i-

ance. Choice of the importance sampler h(z) for I(g) is clearly the most significant

consideration for a user of importance sampling. We first carry out sorne generally

accepted qualitative criteria for choosing an importance sampler:

L h(r) > 0 whenever g(r) l0;

2. h(r) should be close to being proportional to l9(r)l;

3. it sliould be easy to simulate random sarnples fr-orn h(r);

4. it should be easy to cotnpute the density h(r) for any realizable value z.

From Section 2.I,we want to choose h(r) so tltat o2n is as small as possible. The

best we can do is to have o2n : 0, and this occur.s if and only if P¡(g(X) lh(X) : c) : I

for the constant c: I(g).Formally, we state this result as follows.

Proposition 2.2.L. If 0 < 
"[*, lg(")ld, < æ, then the choi,ce of h(r) that mi,nimi,zes
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(l-1nøtø,) - (Í, n6¡0,)'

Proof. Fr-om (2.1.10), we have

o2¡ : I_"t# d,r - I(s)2

: (Í,' g@)to')' Iu"ffii*-I(s)' (22r)

(,{,, g@) t o,)' ll*"w#Wa, + tf - IØ)'

Hence minimizing ø,1 is equivalent to minimizing the chi-square distance

,^le+^r@)'] : ¡v@ffi^,,
and this is clearly minimized by taking h : ho.

the uari,ance ofl is

h"(r): ls@)l

lo, ls(r)ldr'

and the minimum uariance is

From practical point of view, Proposition (2.2.7) is not leally of rnuch help in

selecting /z(r) since it lequires knowing the exact value of /eo lg(r)ldr in advance.

One usually starts with a certain family of probability densities, such as normal

densities, and then tries to find the "optimal" density within this farnily.

Example 2. Consider once again the function g(r) : 4t/1 -fi, z € [0, 1] of Exarnple

1. Suppose we wish to evaluate I : [: g@)d,r. We wi]l choose importance sampler

n
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fromthefamilyof linearprobabilitydensityfunctions h(r):a*br, z€ [0,1]. Two

rnembers of this family, including the uniform density, have been used in Example 1.

We wish to find the best ho(r), which minirnizes the variance (2.1.10).

First, since f1 (a + br) d.r :7, we have

nI

.*U I, rd.r:a+f,:t

whichirnplies a:I-f. Su"ondly, sinceVr e [0, 7],a-tbr] Q,itfollows _ 2<b<2.

Therefore, the family of all linear density functions over [0, i] is {1 _ 
r:_ór,0 

( r (

7 : -2 < ó < 2). Some rnember of this farnily are shown graphically in Figure 2.1,

together with the integrand g(r). Within tliis linear importance sampler farnily, the

importance sampling estimator and its variance for Example 1 can be expressed as

1\-' 4JT=æ
n? 7-bl2tbX¡'

1.= I

Ih,n:

and

var(Î¿,") : + lr'
After some reduction, we have

16(1 - 12) dr-12L-bl2+br

Var(1¡,,r)

Table 2.1 contains variances Var[I¡,"] for some selected linear densities h. We graph

the value of Var[l¿,,] as a function of ö in Figure 2.2. We also summarize the values

of Var(I¿,,) wittr respect to b in Table 2.1. We find that the variance is minimized at

("* + ftVu' - (2 -b)21 rn #- ",)
1

n
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Table 2.1: Variance of Importance Sarnpling

-1 -213
Variance 2.09821n 0.15871n 0.22401n 0.79681n

b: -7 with variance of 0.758If n, which is a little surprising because the densitv with

b: -2 seems to be a better itnportance sampler than that witli ö - -1 fi-om Figule

2.1. Example 2 shows that it is hard to tell ahead of time whether a given h(r) will

reduce the variance or not. Moreover, it is not trivial to find the "optimal" irnportance

sampler even if the density family is given. We see that importance sampling can fail

drarnatically, even when h(r) is ploportionalto g(r). When the importance sampler

h(ø) decreases toward 0 faster than g2(r) as r Íroves away fïom its mode(s), we find

that Var(f¿,") will inflate rapidly. The irony is tliat this large variance rnay be due

to a region of IRd that is unimportant in ordinary Monte Carlo sampling.

Fol multi-dimensional g(r), it is even harder to find a goocl importance sampler.

As a matter of fact, there are even not many choices of families of distributions as

multivariate importance sarnplers. A commonly usecì one is tlie farnily of multivariate

student ú distribution (Evans and Swartz 7995,2000). However, it can be difficult

to generate random variables frorn these densities and have to fit thern to a rnulti-

dimensional g(r).

o
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0.5

functionFigure 2.2: Variance of 1¿,,, as a of b, Example 2



Chapter 3

Adaptive Importance Sampling

As stated in the Chapter 2, a main problem in importance sampling is to fincl a

"good" importance sampler. A good importance sarnpler is one that allows efficient

generation of variates, and gives acceptable estimates within practical computing

times. Adaptive irnportance sarnpling is developed as a mechanical way of dealing

with the selection of a good importance sampler within a chosen density family 11 :

{h¡ : À e 
^} 

It starts with choosing an arbitrary h¡ € H, and runs importance

sampiing in an itelative way to continuously upclate À. The process stops when the

desired accuracy is reached.

26
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3.1 Criterion of Choosing

Sampler Though AIS

Suppose one wish to evaluate the integral:

Appropriate Importance

e@) dr,

where r e IRd, and g e 11(md). The method of irnportance samplingrequires specifi-

cation of a importance sampler hs e H. Then, from (2.1.10), one has

I (g) : 
I*,

^o?
Var[I¿^,"] : ï

:lvorlffi] (3.1.1)

: ill-,ffi,r-1'z(ùf,
where X - h¡.

One's objective is to find an accurate estimator of I(ù, În^,, by minimizing

Varfi¿^,,,]. Since 12(g) is a fixed value, then rninimizing Var[Î¿r,,,] i, equivalent to

" 92 (*\minirrrizing Ï*, ffiar. 
Flom Section 2.2, we know that a good choice of impor-

tance sampler hx(r) should be a mimic of g(r). Here, we will achieve this goal by

rnatching the moments of h¡(z) to the moments of g(r) as close as possible through

adaptive importance sampling (Evans and Swaltz,2000).

suppose g is nonnegative and integrable, which means g ) 0, and 0 < Â, g(r) dr <

oo. Then, 9(r) : --g9-- is a density function. To illustrate the AIS, let
Jwo 9lr)dr
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V : (X,X2)', rhen,

as following:

where X - g(r). Next, one wishes to

norm as:

where

Eø(V) is the vector of the first and second mornents of þ(r)

Eø(v) : (3 12)
l:eo r u@)dr

ï^o r' þ(r)dr
I

E¡LXl 
I

I

eo[x'] I
find h¡ € fI

[ ,r., r h¡(r)d,r I

L ,ro, "' n¡@)ar )

I tn^["] I

L ,n^ tx'l l

Iri^l
| ,'i,^, )

ll Bo(y) - Enr(y) ll : En^(y)]' 
luu(u) - (3 1.3)

En^(7) :

Bn^ (v)] ,luu(ul -

that minimizes the Euclidean

(3 1.4)

(3 15)

where X - h¡(r).

Therefore, one has the critelia (3.1.3) to measule the gooclness of a particular

importance samplel h¡. The smallel value of the Eucliclean norrrì, the better choice of

the irnpoltance sampler. The iterative process of minimizing Euclidean norm ensules

us to find an appropriate importance sampler h¡ € H, and guarantees the first two

moments of h¡(r) ale closest to those of þ(r) within the clensity family 11.
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3.2 Algorithm of Adaptive Importance Sampling

Suppose H : {h¡ : ) e Â} is chosen to be the family of potential importance samplers

fol the given numerical integration problem in (2.I.2). In this Section, an apploach

of finding an appropriate importance sampler hs € H through AlS is introduced.

Step 1: One arbitrarily picks Àr e Â. and generate X1,.-- ,X, from h¡,.

Step 2: One estimates Es(V) by

E^,(Y) - În^,,"(X),

wlrele by (2.1.a)

în^,,n(#) r {-Us6)
; 

,=L= 
h\ txJ

ly. nø¡ I *,
n u- n^,6) 

I x?

- t x' s(x') f

;Ë I *i'l;), I':' L h" [x, ]

Step 3: One finds Àz e -4. that minimizes

ll E.r,(y) - E,r.,(v) ll:

(321)
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Step 4: Once À2 is found, one generates sample Xn+r,..' ,X2n from ä¡r, and esti-

mate EE(Z) by

¡^^,,,(#) * t^^,,,(H)
EÀ,(Y) :

Step 5: Similar to step 4, one finds À3 e Ä

2

that minimizes

ll E^,(y) - E¡,^(y) ll

Finally, this iterative process stops when the estimates lÊ¡o V) -Ê^o_, (I/)l < e , where

e > 0 is a pledetermined number.

In generaì, Eø(V) can contain higher moments ancl even probability of a particular

subset of lRd under !. Furtherrnore) we have the following general result for the

adaptive importance sarnpling (Evans and Swartz, Igg8, p.211).

Theorem 3.2.L. If for the adapti,ue i,mportance sampling procedure,

" fi 1un, l¡s(x) - 
n¡'é))'l) . *,"\?i2"n^jL\ h¡,(x) ))) \w'

then, Èso(y)) -+ Eø(V) aLmost surely as,i -+ æ.

The analysis of convergence issues for adaptive importance sampling is more diffi-

cult than irnportance sampling because of the lack of indepenclence between iterations.

Howevel, we have the following conditions and theorem to guarantee the almost sure

consistency of this estimate (Evans and Swartz, 1998, p.213).
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Theorem 3.2.2. For the adapti,ue 'importance sampli,ng procedure, a,ssurne the fol-

lowing condi,ti,ons

(i,) for each r e R there i,s a uni,que a(r) e ly such that

ll Un.,,,(V) - r ll: inf ll En^ - r ll;

(ii) a : R -+ l\ i,s conti,nuous;

(ixx) [ g@)lhx(r)dr i,s continuous i,n À fo, g', V92, andV'g';

@) I g@)lh'z^(r)dr i,s cont'inuous i,n À for 93,lvlgt, v'gt, andlvlsgs;

@ n{D7,þEn^,K+Yt} < -,

then À¿ : a(Esn(y))) - a(Eg(V)) : À almost surely as'i -+ æ. Furthermore,

VarlÎ¡^,,) -+ VarlÎ) alrnost surely as ¿ -+ oo.

In the rest of this section) we carly out an example to show that the method of

aclaptive importance sampling does improve the accuracy of integration if a irnpor-

tance density family set is properly chosen.

Example 3. We consider a simple two climensional problem. This problern was

studied by OH and BergeL (1992). Suppose we have

g(r) : 0.25s1 (r) + 0.7592(r), (3.2.2)
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wherer- (r1,r2)'€

N(pr, D2) r'espectively,

JR.2, and gt, gz are the

whele

density functions of N(¡r1, D1) and

,,:(,,) , 1z:(;,)

and
/\/\
lr t.o 0.8 \ / 10 oo \xr:l l, Ðr:l I

I

\08 ,o) l,oo ,o)
Figure 3.1 shows the 2-dimensional clensity and contour glaph of g(r) over [-6,6]2.

It is easy to see that 9(r) = 0 outside the region [-6,6]2. Suppose that one desires

to find the mean ¡i of g(x) using AIS method. Further suppose V : (Xt, Xr)' . Then,

t-t
I B(x,) 

I

E(Y) :u:l l, (82.3)

L 
ut"'l 

l

where Xt, Xz are the 1st and 2nd elements of X, respectively. As shown in Figure 3.1,

g is skewed in the direction of (0,0)'. Since the skewness is not severe) a multivariate

t farnily, denoted as 7, can be chosen to be the impoltance sarnpler family because

of its thick tails and sirnplicity in randorn variate generation.

Following the algorithm described in Section 3.1, AIS continued in this exarnple to

the 320th stage, at which point ¡.r was obtained from i¡zo(I/). Table 3.1 compares the

numerical results produced from using adaptive importance sarnpling rnethod (AIS)
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to those from using importance sampling method (IS) with one particular importance

sampler- chosen from T. p1 and þ2 are estimates of tlie 1st and 2nd elements of p,

respectively.

Table 3.1: Comparison of IS and AIS

Parameter IS AIS True Values

57,600 33,000

1.5934 1.5837 1.5750

1.5986 1.5953 1.5750

Relative Error 0.0133 0.0092

CPU Tirne(s) 295.0 169.3

ÐÐ
J. e) Limitation of the Adaptive Importance Sam-

pling

Although normally AIS produces a better estimate than does the irnportance sam-

pling (Example 3), it requires more calculation due to its iterative algolithrn specified

in Section 3.1, which rnay entail greater consumption of computer memory ancl com-

puting time.

in acldition, this method lequires that we ple-cletelmine a farnily of importance

densities. Hence, it lirnits our choice of impor:tance samplers. To show this point

more intuitively, we consider the following example.

I'tt

ltz
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f g(x)=4-sqrt(1-x2¡ where xe [0,1]

9(x)=0 where xe (1 ,21

1
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^

Figure 3.2: Distribution of g(r) in example 4

Example 4.

(
| +JT -æ ,' e [0, 1],

g@):1
I

l0 re(7,21.

The value of this integr-al over' [0,2] is the sam.e as that considered in Example 1,

which is zr. The gr-aph of g@) is shown in Figure 3.2. We consider the linear p.d.f.

family h(r): albr, r e [0,2]. We want to find tlie best h(r) which minimizes the

sarnpling variance. Since Ir'@*br)d,r:1, we have
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which irnplies

implies -0.5

based on h is

After manipulation,

r dr :2a * 2b :1,

knowthat¿*br)0for

variance of the irnportance

all r € [0,2], which

sampling estimator

a:

<b

a+b I
Jo

112 - b. We also

< 0.5. Then, the

va' 
lî,,

we have

,"]

1
n,

::1,'(y#a,-*,)

('#*'#h:%-"')Var(I¿,,,) :

Figure 3.3 shows this variance as a function of ö. We find that the variance is mini

mized when b at -712 with a variance of 3.5883/n. (see Figure 3.3)

We can clearly see that even if we are able to find the best importance sampler,

hs:7-Il2z via adaptive irnportance sarnpling method in this Example. The neg-

ative impact of the unimportant region, r e [1,2] will cause variance of tlie estirnator

to be much larger than that of the optimal estimator found in Example 1 with respect

to the importance region [0, 1], where b : -1. In fact, the valiance is even larger

than the estimator obtained by setting ö : 0, which corresponds to uniform sarnpling

fi'om the important region [0,1].

Beyond the difficulty of importance sampling, restricting the sealch of the irnpor-

tance sampler- within a prescribed density family provides no guarantee that it will

result in precise approximation of 1(g). Especially when we don't know the shape of
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Figule 3.3: Variance of I¡r,n as a function of ó, Example 4.
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the integrancl in a multidimensional space, it is quite possible that we will choose a

bad density family. This will generally lead to an inaccurate estimation.



Chapter 4

Sampling Over lrtrportance
Regions

Fu and Wang (2002) have developed a new Monte Carlo methocl for multi-variate

sampling [9]. In this Chapter. we describe how to apply this rnethod to determine

an importance salnpling region. We demonstrate the aclvantages of this apploach

over both importance sarnpling and adaptive irnportance sampling by sampling fi'om

a computed optimal impoltance region.

From above Examples 1 and 4, we can see that it is clifficult to find an optimal

irnportance satnpler to accurately compute an integral. It requires knowledge of the

shape of the integrand g(z). Even if we know the shape of the integland, as in

Example 1, we ale still unable to fincl the best impoltance sampler without going

through complicated numer-ical calculations.

When g(r) is multi-dirnensional, finding a good numerical scheme is obviously

39
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becomes a difficult task. In this Chapter, v/e appr-oach the multidimensional inte-

glation problem via impoltance sampling with a uniform importance sampler within

a computed importance region, and we will show this method has many advantages

over traditional irnportance sampling:

1. It is applicable to the integration problems of modelate to high dirnensions.

2. It is computationally efficient.

3. It provides a reasonably accurate approxirnation to 1(g).

4.L Algorithm for Sampling Over a Bounded Sup-

port

Consider an integral

I: I s@)d'r,
Js

wlrere S C Rd is a bounded subset. Suppose g(r) is non-negative on ^9, so that it can

be regarded as a density function up to a normalizing constant. We also define the

negli,gi,ble regi,on on ,S for evaluating I as the legion whele g(r) is approximately 0.

Our objective is to determine an applopriate sampling region, which is big enough to

cover the region where the value of g(r) is not negligible. The algorithrn consists of

the following four steps.
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1. Deterrnination of initial region: Determine lowel and upper limits -oo <

o? <U? . oo, such that the initialsamplingregion So: flÍ=r[of),4[o)] Ç S, which

provides an initial configuration for the support of. g.

2. Discretization: With the initial region determined, we generate nd indepen-

dent uniforrn random nutnbers ovel the initial sampling importance region ^96. We

generate ,f),*f) ,. .. ,r9) - Unif [af), ¿á"] in each of tlie i : \,2,... d dimensions

independently. Then, we cornbine the d points fiom each dimension sequentially

to form d-vectors r¡ : (r\1),r5'),... ,t:o)), j : r,2,... )??) respectively. The set

S¡,n : (r¡, i : 7,2,'" , n) is a discretized version of 
^96

3. Contourization: Reorder u¡, such that g(r¡) > g(r j),lf k > 7. Given an integer

c € N, partition,So,,, into c contours Eu : {";' (Är - I)t < j < kl,k : L,2,..',.},

where ¡:[nlc). Further, define a discrete distribution on the partitions {E¡}[-, as

P"(k) 9n
sc-)
Ln:t9t'

_ 1\-
UL:- >l/'

'L .1

k:1r2,...,c.

e E¡, g(r¡).

4. Sampling: First, ranclornly sample zn subsets with replacement from {E¡}[-,

accolding to probabilities {P"(k)}[:, Denote by *n the nurnber of occurrences of E¡

in the ræ dlaws, where t;:, TTL¡ : rn. Then for each 1 < k ( c, randomly sample m¡

points with replacement frorn the contour E¡. In other words, each point in E¡ has
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equal selection probability. The set of all such points chosen from all contours forms

the desired sample of size m.

As point out in Fu and Wang (2002), it is clear to see that samples constructed

on the basis of this algorithm are independent identically distributed, and have a

distribution which approximafes g(r)ll(9), when n and c are large enough. The

proof is given in Fu and Wang [9].

Now, we extend the above 4-step algorithm by one additional step that determines

an importance sampling region for the given distribution g.

5. Visualizing and lteration: The algorithrn of Fu and Wang (2002) is aug-

mented in the following manner to ascertain an updated importance region. To do

this, we ploceed as follows:

(i) Plot histograms of the nz sample points generated in Step 4 over each dimension,

ancl calculate the maximum, minirnurn, and sample standard deviation, defined

by Mar(r1)), Min(r(';)), and Std(r@). i : I,2,. . . ,d, r-espectively, wher-e x)@ -

{"\n) , rf) ,' ' ' , ï9}. These values will enable us to update the importance region

over each dirnension.

(ii) Now, set

(i\ai' : Mi,n@Q)¡ - 5Ø g¡¿ç"(t)¡,
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and

b? : Mar@@¡ ¡ 5Ø g¿¿çr(t)1.

where i:1,2,... ,d, and 5(z) ;' 0 is a variation acljustor, which is deterrnined

to be sufficient to cover sarnpling region error. This process produces a new

importance sarnpling region ,S, : flÍ:r[oÍo), AÍo)]

(iii) RetuLn to step 1 and replace tlie initial importance region with the updated

importance region ,91. This process is iterated until the importance sampling

region for the given distribution stabilizes to a region, which we denote as S,¿ -

nl=,l"li),bli)l

At this point, we finalize an impoltance sampler as:

h(') -_\4Pls,'l ) (4.1 1)

where lS,rl : nl:rtUÍ;) - .l;\ is the volume of ,S¿¿, and [(.9,¿) is its indicator function.

Finally, the sarnple mean of g@) over the region ,S¿¿ is an estimate of its integlal

over 
^9¿¿:

Inrr,n

where the i,.i.d. random sample X1, Xz,' . . , Xn are uniformly distributed in 
^9¿¿.

_ ls,,l
n \,u6),

i=l
(412)
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4.2 Properties of the Algorithm: One-dimensional

Case

This method is applicable to many types of integrals, particularly where the value

of the integral is close to 0 over the edge of its support. We begin by applying this

rnethod to one dimensional integration under two general cases and then move on to

rnulti-dimensional integration ploblems. We also show how this method can recluce

lhe mean square error (MSE) of the importance sampling estimator of

, : fu s@)d'r,
J"

With the unifortn importance samplel h(r) :O#,

tion. Then, the importance sampling estimator of g(r)

î b_oåll,,r:;\0{d),
i':L

wlrere X¿ - Uni.Í [ø, å], and its MSE is

M SE[Îh,"] : Var(f¿,,)

: :ll"'#l*_

where II is the indicator func-

is

(4.2.r)

(4.2.2)(1.' ,n *¡'1

)d, - t'(n)f: * [,' -ù I"o 
n'@

Case 7: We

€.>0and{6>

assume that g(r) >

0 are known, and

0 on [a * €o,b - €¿,], and is

suchthat al€o<b-tu.

zelo otherwise, where

Using the rnethod of
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sampling over importance regiou, the importance sampler assumes the forrn:

h¿r(r): - 
[[o*€"'u .{u](') " .

b - €u- (o * {")' 
(4'2'3)

then, with the irnportance sampler h¿¡ in (a.2.3), the estirnated integral is

î 
-b-€o-l^ 

r r\ n

rhit,n - 
---f:-\, 

O(Xò, wher e X¿ - UniJla * to,b - 6¿]. (4.2.4)
i':7

We now have the following theorern,

Theorem 4.2.L. Suppose g(r) : 0 i,n the negli,gible reg,ions [a, a I €") and (1, - {0, ö].

The esti,mator produced from the method of sampling ouer i,m,portance region (SOIR)

guarantees reduction of MSE ouerimportance sampling method:

M S ElÎh,,,,1 < M S ElÎ r,,,1. (4.2.5)

Proof. From the aìgorithm introduced in Section 4.I, it is clear that we are able to

reduce the sampling region from [ø,0] to [ø *to,b - {¿,] within a certain number of

iterations. We have

M SE[Î¡0,,,] : Var(Î¡n,,,,)

: ll ['-" s2(r) / fb-eu \ 2l

n ll,*e" ffia' - (1.* s@)ar)l (42'6)

llt r fb-{¡ I: ; L('- {a - @+ t")) J"*r" n'@)d* - I'(s))

We know that, since g(r) :0, Vr € lo,bl - la I to,b - €¡], we have

|"' n'{")0,: 
I,o,**',,' 

g2çr)d"r,
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and also b - €u - (a +€,) < b - a. Therefore, it follows that

M S ElÎhn,,,) < M S ElÎh,,1.

!

For the integration problem discussed in Exarnple 4 in Chapter 3,

/
, \ | +Jt-æ re [0,1],g\r) : <

t 0 r e(r,21,

The sampling region of g(r) with the methods of importance sampling (IS) and

sampling over importance region (SOIR) are shown in Figure 4.1. The surnmarized

numerical lesults ploduced from both methods are given in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Performance comparison between IS and SOIR for example 4

Method IS SOIR

Sampling region [0,2] [0, 1]

Irnportance Samplel n@) : i h@) :1
True Value T iT

MSE

It is clear that Î¡u,,n has much smaller MSE than -Î¿,,,.

Case 2: Suppose we have g(r) = 0 over the intelval [a,a * {"] and [ô - €r,b]. If

we choose the uniforrn importance samplel h(r) : +, where r € [a,ó], Equations0-o.
(4.2.I) and (4.2.2) still hold for- evaluating 1¿,, and MSEIÎ,,,,1.
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Figure 4.1: Sarnpling region of g@) Between IS and SOIR in exarnple 4
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The method of sarnpling over importance region allows us to find the important

region [a* Ëou,b - €u*] iteratively by following the rules of choosing appropriate {o,,

and {60, specified in Theorem 4.2.2. The method of sampling over importance region

yields an estimator of / : Ë g@)¿r as :

Îho,,n:ryf,s6n),wlrereX¿-(Jn,i'r|o*€ou,b-€øu].
i=7

(4.2.7)

Theorem 4.2.2. For a gi,uen sample size n, we haue

M S ElÎ h0,,,1 a U S n¡Î,,,,1

i,f and only i.f the followi,ng two inequalit'ies hold:

ft) fhe uariances of În*,, and, Î¡,n satisfy

VarlÎ ¡*,,1 a Var[î ¡,,,]

(428)

(4 2.e)

þ¿) t"* and (60, sati,sfy

/ f o+oe,r

(l s@)d'r * I:-,,,,s(')d')' 4 vo'¡Î0,,1- varlÎ¡,,,,1 (4'2 10)

Proof . Using the method of sampling over importance legions, the mean square error

of the estimator 1¿0,,,,, (given in (4.2.7)) is:

M sElîho,,,l : lt - øçîn,,,")]' * var(f¡,,,,,)

: (1"' nn o'- 
l"o,-*,u,,',,' 

s(')d') + var(i ,,,) (4'2 rr)

/ l.o-loc,,: (,1 s@)ctx * l:-,,,,n@)0")'+ 
vu'14' ,,n;
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Also we have (4.2.2) as following

M S ElÎ h,,l : Va'(fn,,).

Therefore, the theorem follows from (4.2.2) and (4.2.11).

Let's see an exarnple to demonstrate the situation in Case 2.

Example 5. Suppose we want to integrate g(r) : r-5 over the interval ,r € [1, 10].

1

Of course I:;(t - tg-a;. The unifolm importance sampler will be

1

h(r) : :, where u € [1,10],\ / g,

which will give us an unbiased estimator

^n,
" !J-Ih,,: : > ,g(X¿) X¿ - Unif[1, 10],

i:t

with variance

¡î t[/to I ib\/^,.rr. I-^rt Sg2(r)dr_I2l : .vcr.rlrr,,nl -; ll, 1 I6n.

Now, let's consider the method of sampling ovel importance region. From Figure

4.2, we clearly see that g(r) = 0 Vr € [4, 10]. Indeed, the algorithm of sampling

over importance region allows us to pick appropriate €o¡, and €uo, by iteration, the

corresponding estimated integral has smaller MSE than that of Î¡,n.

Suppose the SOIR algorithm determines on €o¿¿ : 0, and tb,, :6. This will lead to

an importance sampling region 11,4], and our updated uniforrn importance sampler

n
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<- g(x)=1/x5, where x e [1 ,10]

Figure 4.2: Distribution of g(x) of example 5
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1lf4 I 13
Var[4,,,,,] ::ll zg'zlr¡ar-I?rl :-n Ut ".1 48n'

Obviously, YarlÎ¡*,,] < Var[f¿,,], which satisfies Conclition 1 of Theorem 4.2.2. Fur-

thermore,

IS

h¡,(l:! r Ç17,41.
J

wlrich gives an unbiased estimator for I¡ -- [: [5h.
en

Îho,,n: lIg("0) where r€h¿(r).
fr u_r

We also have

(1"*"" s(r)d,r * l:_,,,,nþ).,)

76n 48n
32:
48n'

(4.2 12)

which requires sample size n < 46016 for the specified 4o¡, ancl €a0,. From Theorem

4.2.2, we have

M S ElÎ ¡0,,,,1 < M S E[fn,,,].

Therefore, we obtained a better estimator by sampling ovel the importance region in

terms of smaller MSE. The nutnerical results of cornparison between importance sam-

pling method (IS) and sampling over importance region method (SOIR) for Exarnple

5 are summarized in Table 4.2.2.

_ 10-n)]'

- Var[/¿,,,,,]

13

1 ,, ^-n: 
- 

l1416"

15
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Figure 4.3: Sampling region of g(r) with IS and SOiR in example 5
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Table 4.2: Peúormance comparison between IS and SOIR in example b

Method SOIR

Sarnpling region [1,10] [1,4]

ImportanceSampler h(r) : 1

MSE
16n

IS

where l,Sl : l7l:r["(ù

Then, the importance

,6(l)] is the volume

sampling estirnator

Ih,n: lsl
n

[s(r) is its

to multi-dimensional

,s : llÍ:rlaØ,b@1. If

(431)

indicator function.

(4.3.2)

h(*) : {t(')
lsl )

of ^S, and

of 1(e) is

n

\,u6),
i,:T

n6i:T
È -^" + 10-5

ARm

4.3 Properties of the Algorithm: Multi-Dimensional

Case

In this Section, we extend

problerns. Suppose we want

an inrportance sampler h(r)

the idea described in Section 4.2

to estimate I: fsg@)dr, where

is chosen as
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i/here the i,.i,.d. randorn sample Xt,Xz,

thelmore, its MSE is

MSE[1h,"] :

,Xn is uniforrnly distributed in ^9. Fur-

Var(I¡,")

:lt,#t*-
i [,', I n'{ùa,

(1,,o,0,¡'1

- r'Ø)l

(433)

Case 7: We consider g@) : 0 oveL known iltervals la(t),a(t) + gj')) ancl (ö(z) -
|Q),6@1, where t.) > o, €jo) > 0, and ,i:r,2,... ,d.

Now, we define S*:lI":r¡a(d +t9,uØ -eÍo)] to be the irnportance region at the

last iteration, frorn which we form the importance sampler:

h(r):IfrP,

where lS,rl is the volume of 
^9¿¿, 

and JI5o,(r) is its inclicator function.

(4 3.4)

Theorem 4.3.L. Suppose g(r) :0 in the negli,gi,ble regions lIl:r[oØ,a(i) + tLo)l o"¿

llÍ=, (ar¿l - €Ío), 6@1. The estimator procluced, from the method of sampling ouer imytor-

tance region i,s guaranteed to reduce the MSE ouer that from the ,importance sampl'ing

method; i,.e.,

(4.3.5)M S E[Îh,,,^] < M S EIÎ h.,].
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Proof. From the algorithrn introduced in Section 4.I, it, is clear that we are able

to reduce the sampling region from ,9 to ,9¿¿ within a finite number of iterations.

Therefore, with the importance sampler h¿¡ rn (4.3.4), we have

îhn,,n:ry É s6ò, (4.3.6)n 7_,

where {xr, Xr, ' ' ' , xr} € S,¿ are i,.i,.d. uníformly distributed random variables. Since

ls,,l : lll,larnl - €Ín) - @ø + 6in))], un¿

EGnu,,) : 
lr,,e@)d.r 

: I.

lt follows that

M S EII h0,,"] : Var(I¡',,n)

: :ll, ffi,.- (1,,,'(')o')) e'T)

: * [ru'r I n'{*)o' - I'Ø)f

We also know that since g(r):0 V z € S - S¿¿,

l rn' 
{r)0, : I r,,s2 

(r¡dr

and also €Ío) > 0 and €jn) t 0, where i: I,2,...d, irnpìies ls,,l < lSl Therefor-e,

from (4.3.3) and (4.3.7), it is obvious that

M S EIÎ ¡u,,,,] < M S ElÎ n,*]

n
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Under above situation, our integration approxirnation rnethod by sampling ovel

importance region establishes an unbiased estimator, and guarantees the MSE of

this estimator is smaller than the estimator obtained by using importance sarnpling

method over the entire region ,S.

Case 2: Suppose we want to estimate I : Isg@)r|r, where S: flÍ=r¡a(t),b@1,,i:

7,2,...,d. Moreover,9(r) = 0 over the intervals [ø(z) ,a(i) +€Í')] u"a þf') -€Ío),af,11.

If we choose the uniform importance sampler ä(r) as in (a.3.1), Equations (a.3.2)

and(4.3.3) holcl for evaluating 1¡,,, and MSEIÎÌ,,,,1.

Integration by the method of sarnpling over importance legion allows us to fincl

the important region S*:llf=r¡o(i) + tf,),,Ut, - tt:)) by iteratively following rhe rule

of choosing appropriate {o,, and €ì,, ro that we can form an importance sarnpler:

h¿t@): 
o1':(1).*) 

ls,r|

For a given sarnple size n, we define Î¡ur,, as the estimator of I : [sg@)dr.

î. - lst'l S ^tv\th.n -; ks\1\i)'
where X¿ - Unif (.9,¿). Then, we have the following result:

(438)

(43e)

(4 3.10)

Theorem 4.3.2. Suppose we o,re eualuati.ng ïsg@)dr. For a giuen sample size n,

MSE[Îh',,,) and, MSE[Îh,,] are the rnean square error of Î¡,,,,n and, Î¡,,, respectiuely.

Then,

M SEIÎh0,,,1 4 tW Sn¡În,"]
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i,f and only i,f the followi,ng two i,nequaliti,es hold:

ft) fhe uariance oÍ În*,n and. Î¡,,n sati,sfy

VarlÎ¡*,,14 Varlî¡,l

(i,i,) The bi,as of Î¡"or,n sati,sfies

(4.3.11)

u,_,r
r2

s(r)dr) { Var[Î¡,^] - Var[Î¡',,,)

before and after applyi,ng the

(4 3 12)

rnethod of SOIR,where S and S¿¿ are the support of g(r)

respectiuely.

Proof. The proof is an the expansion of the proof of Theorem 4.2.2.

4.4 Sampling Over Importance Regions with IJn-

bounded Support

If either the uppel limit or lowel limii of the support of g is unbounded over a

particular dimension, we introduce the following two general methods to convert the

unbounded sarnpling region to a bounded one, ancl set the proper initial sarnpling

region. For simplicity, we only assume the upper limit 6(z) ir unbounded. It is readily

extended to the situation where both limits are unbouncled.

!
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rj: wi(ar,U2,"' ,a¿), i : I,2,"' ,d.

If the Jacobian t : (æ)d*d is continuous and nonzero over D, then,

fr
I o@)dr : ¡ g[wíat,...,a¿),.. -,wn(ar:..., aùllJldy. (4.4.r)Js Jn

This method allows us to map the set of all points r : (rr,r2t...,r¿) into

A -- (At,az,...,E¿) frorn S to D, where D is bounded. Generally speaking, we

can transform any monotone function with unbounded support to a function with

bounded support. Consequently, the initial sarnpling legion will be set as D, which

(i) Method of Transformation: Consider integrating function g(rr,12,... ,r¿)

on ^9 Ç Rd. Often, there exists a one-to-one transfor.mation from ,S -+ D C IRd

!¿ : u¿(I1,:1,2,

with inverse transformation

,r¿), 'i: I,2,... ,d,

has bounded lower- and upper: limit.

Once we carefully transform an integral with unbounded support to a pr-oblern

with bounded support, the algorithm of sampling over importance region described

in Section 4.2 can be applied.

Let's take isotlopic function âs an example. A class of isotlopic test functions of

Capstick and Keister (1996) takes the following form with unbounded support Rd,

, : 
lo,n(ll 

,ll)exp-ll"ll' ¿r, (4 4.2)
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wlrere ll " ll: ,/C" It can be transformed to the following integral over bouncled

support [0, t]d:

r : rd/2 
]r,u,n (i ;å,.-, (,,)t) 0,, (4.4.3)

where Õ(r) is the standard normal distribution function.

Although the method of transformation can solve the problems of unbounded

regions theoretically, it has limitations when integr-ating over high dimensions. Some-

times, it can make the integration problem even more conplicated after transforma-

tion. In such cases, we introduce another simpler approximation method.

(ii) Method of Approximation: By the properties of the integral ancl common

sense) we can find a sufficient large numb er MQ) which satisfies

lf s@)d,r-[ s@)d"rl .,,lJn[a(i),ìr(i)1 Jfl[a{r).oo] I

(4.4.4)

where E ) 0 is any arbitrarily srnall number. For example, if g(r) is a multi-normal

distribution, then it is pretty safe to set ¡4Q) : ¡1U) ¡ 66U). Therefore, we can

denote ô50) : M(i) as the initial upper limits. By cloing so, we have a small bias

B : I¡¡o,r,tr<">10@)dt - I¡1¡or,r,*1s@)dr' Therefore, similar to the Case 2 of Section

4.3, tlre values sf I,I(i') should be carefully chosen to be large enough such that the

squared bias 82 is lestricted to a small range.



Chapter 5

Benchmark Examples and
Applications

in this Chapter, we demonstrate some benchmark numerical integration examples

by using the method of sampling over importance region (SOIR). We compare the

numerical results with those fi'om using existing integration rnethods. We also apply

the method of SOIR to wiclely used mixtur-e functions, isotropic functions and Genz

test functions, and show the methocl of sampling over importance region can be used

as a general tool for numerical integration.

5.1 Examples

We have applied this rnethod to a number of examples, including some benchmark

exarnples whicli have frequently appeared in the r-ecent literatule.

Example 6. Evans and Swartz (1995) considered an integral of density function g(r)

of the six dimensional normal distribution N6(0, x) over the region [0, -)u, whele

60
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Ðtlz- diag(0, I,2,3,4,5)+ee'and":(I,1,1,1,1,1),.AspointedoutbyEvansand

Swartz (1995), an accurate numer-ical evaluation of this integral is extremely difficult.

The value of g(r) is very small for re[O, oo)6. In fact, the value of this integral is

approximatulv,[0,-¡u g(r)dr x 1f60,000, which means that in about every 60,000

generated observations we expect to have one observation falling in the region [0, -)u.
This makes it very difficult to use any importance sampling method to find a good

estimate. However, our method provides a solution for this problem.

We now demonstrate detailed steps in accolding to tlie algorithm described in

Section 4.1.

Step 1: We determine the initial region. We notice that this is a ploblem with

unbounded support region. Therefole, using the method stated in Section 4.4, we

carefully choose a upper limit M, which is sufficiently large, say 10. Then, the initial

sampling region is ,56 - [0, 10]6.

Step 2: We discletize Ss by S0,,,. In Matlab, we first generate a total of 6 x 106

independent uniform random numbers with n6 : 106 numbers on each dimension.

Then, we choose a point from each dimension sequentially and combine them to forrn

^ (r\ e\ 16) ,6-vectors r¡ : (r'r-',r)'',-.. ,*'j"'), j : I,2,... ,TLo. As a result, we have the set

Sl,n : {r¡, j : 7,2,. ..,n0} as a discretized velsion of ,9¡.
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Step 3: We contourize the discretized support So,n.First, we ord.er ,r: @lo)),

where 'i: I,2,'.. ,6 and j :1,2,... ,??6, rêspectively. Those points r¡ which make

the value g(r) = 0 are ignored. Then, we will have the actual number of base points,

denoted as n1 (n1 ( n6 of course). Next, we partition 50,,, into c : ntll contours,

where I : 30 is predetermined parameter to be the nurnber of points in each contour.

With the parameters n6 and / initiated, Matlab progr:arn is set up to realize the

procedures and producês 721 :2324 base points and c : 77 contours.

Further, we defined a discrete clistlibution on the partitions {E¡}[_, as

9nP"(k) :

un: *f e
Ij

rc-)
Lr:t 9t'

Ðxg(r¡)

k:7,2,...,77.

where i :7,2,.'. ,TLt.

Step 4: Sarnple m : 6000 subsets with replacement from the contourized support

{Er}I':, accorcling to the probabilities {P"(k)}17:t, mn is the nurnber of occurrences

of E¡ in the rn d.Laws, where D|':rth¡: m :6000.

Step 5: We exarnine the selected marginal histograms ovel each dimension as in

Figure 5.1. Florn these histograms, we can clearly see that because of the valiance-

covariance stlucture of this distribution, the density function highly concentrates

around the origin and is almost zero anywhere else. Therefole, it is safe to reduce the

upper limit to be 3 for the second iteration in order to cover the importance sampling

region. This produces a, new impoltance sampling region of g(r) as ^91 
: [0,3]6.
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Next, we retuln to Step 1, and replace ,Ss with Si. The algorithm of sampling over
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Figure 5.1: Histogram of
sarnpling region

marginal distribution of exarnple 6 over initial irnpor-tance

importance region described in Section 4.3 allows us to find the irnportant region by

choosing appropriate lower and upper bognds for sampling over each dimension of

g(ø) after a few iterations. As a result, an irnportance region S : [0, 1] x [0, 1] x [0, 1] x

[0, 0.5]x [0, 0.5]x 10, 0.51 is finalized after the 6úh iteration. We then sample 106 uniform
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observations from S to yield a sample mean for g(r) as 1.663 x 10-5. This value is

very close to the result obtained by Evans and Swartz (1995)-1.66625 x 10-5, with

much more sophisticated procedures. Figure 5.2 shows the marginal histograms over

each dimension of g@) after the last iteration. As a remalk, the determination of the
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Figure 5.2: Histogram
tance sampling region

of malginal distribution of exarnple 6 over improved impor-

initial parameters of n6 and I is based on the property of the integrand, the number of
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dimensions of the integral, and the capacity of the computer, etc. Intuitively, we need

n¡ to be large enough, and I to be small enough to ensure the quality of the estimate.

However, the sizes of these parameters are normally limited by the constraints above.

Example 7. We continue to work on Example 3 in Chapter 3, where

g(r) :0.25s1(r) + 0.7592@) (5 11)

(q, r2)' e

N(¡,r, Ðr)

density functions corresponding to tlie N(¡-11, Ð1)t:

and

),,:(;r)

JR2, and gt, gz are the

distributions, whele

/
I o.o

t"r:l
I

\ 00

and
/\/\I r.o 0.8 \ / 1.0 oo \Ð,:l l, Ðr:l I

I

\oB ,o) [oo ,o)
respectively. We apply the procedures of sarnpling over importance region describecl

in Section 4.7 to this problern. We use TLo : 106 (number of generated landom

sarnples), and / : 50 (nurnber of points in each contour:). Figule 5.3 sliows the

improved marginal histograms of Xl ancl Xz after 6 iterations, which results in the

importance sampling region S : [-2,6]x [0,6]. The estimation results are given in the

Tabie 5.1 for the cornparison between irnportance sarnpling (IS), adaptive impor-tance

sampling (AIS) and sampling over important region (SOIR) . ttt, ltz are the weighted
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average of 50 estimates of the lst and

the better performance of SOIR over

2nd elernents of ¡i, respectively. We clearly see

both IS and AIS.
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Figure 5.3: Histogl-am of marginal distribution of example 7 over improved impor-
tance sampling region

Now, consider some other high dimensional integlation problerns that have been

evaluated by the adaptive importance sarnpling method (Karaivanova and Dimov,

1998). The exact values of integrals are presented to enable the comparison.
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Table 5.1: Comparison of IS, AIS and SOIR in example 7

Parameter IS AiS SOIR True Values

57,600 33,000 30,000

t-r' I.5934 1.5837 1.5803 1.5750

t-tz 1.5986 1.5953 1.5733 1.5750

CPU Tirne 295.0 169.3 96.125

Example 8. Suppose we wish to evaluate 
fo,rl.o 

g(r) dr, where

g(r):ffiwexp(r5+...+I2g)r21r22...Iso(5.1.2)

The exact value of this integral is

r
I(s) : I g@) dr :3.244

J ¡o'r1ao

We will briefly describe how to apply the method of sarnpling over importance

region to this particular problern, and compare the results with those from using AIS.

Step 1: We first determine the initial support r-egion of g(r). We notice tliat this

is a problern with bounded support region, which is the case 2 problem as clescribed

in Section 4.3. Therefore, we set ,56 : [0, 1]30 to be initial sampling region.

Step 2: We discretize the initial support 
^96 to be ^9¡,,,. In Matlab, we first generate

a total of 30 x 106 independelit uniform random numbels with n6 : 106 numbers

on each dimension. Then, we choose a point from each dimension sequentially and
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combine them to form 3O-vectors ø, : @5",r1'),... ,"r(to)) , j : I,2,... ,,tlo.As a

result,wehavethesetS0,",: {r¡,j:7,2,...,n0} asadiscretizedversionof ,9s.

Step 3: We contourize the discretized support of g(r). First, we order {r¡,i :

7,2,"' ,noj.Those points z3 which make the value g(r) = 0 are ignored. Then, we

will have the actual numbel of base points, denoted âs 721. Next, we partition So,r,

into c : ntll contours, where I : 30 is predetermined parameter to be the nurnber

of points in each contour. With the parameters n¡ and I initiated, Matlab progïam

is set up to realize the procedures and produces nr : 106 base points and c : 33,333

contours.

Further, we defined a discrete distribution on the partitions {E¡}[_, as

9nP"(k):

uo: #f e
Lj

\-c-)
Lx:t 9t'

Exs(r¡)

k:7,2,...,c.

where j:I,2,... ,Trt.

Step 4: Sample rn : 8000 subsets with replacement from the contourized support

{E*}"n:t accorcling to the probabilities {P"(k)}"t=t, ffik is the number of occurrences

of E¡, in the m draws, where t;:, ,tTl,¡r: nz :8000.

Step 5: We examine the selected rnar:ginal histograms ovel each dimension. The

algorithm of sampling over importance region described in Section 4.3 allows us to

find the impoltant region by reducing lowel and upper bounds to appropriate levels
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after the 4th iteration. Here, we show the improved rnarginal histograms generated

through the SOIR technique for Example 8 in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. It can be seen that

the sampling region has been reduced frorn [0, 1] to [0.2, 1] for the third coordinate of

r.
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- part 1

Let us apply the method of SOIR to another two integration problerns. (Karaivanova

and Dimov, 1998)

Example 9.

4rp? exp(2rps)
(1+12¡r+)2

and

s(r) : (5.1.3)
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Example 10.

s(r) : 4rp2, exp(2rps)
exp(r5 + . .' + r2s) ï21122-. . rzs.(7+12¡r+)2

The exact values of I(g) in Example g and Exarnple 10 are 0.57b3

respectively. The procedure for evaluating the integlals with the method

Example 9 and Exarnple 10 is sirnilar to that of in Example 8. I will only

numerical results of these two examples.

(5 14)

and 103.8,

of SOIR in

present the

We cornpare the numerical results of examples 8, 9, ancl 10 produced by using

SOIR with those produced by using AIS in Table 5.2, such as the infor-mation about

the dimension of the integral, number of random points, the exact solution, CPU-

Tirne (s), r'elative error. From it, we conclude that the irnplementation of the sampling

over important region (SOIR) yields a relatively accurate estimate to the target with

relatively small error and less computing time.

Table 5.2: Nurnerical Comparison of AIS and SOIR of Example 8, 9, and 10

Dimension d:4 d:25 d: 30

Sampling method AiS SOIR, AIS SOIR AIS SOIR
n

Exact Solution

Calc.Solution

CPU Tirne (s)

2xI\a 2x70a
0.5753 0.5753

0.5763 0.5754

0.184 0.203

1x105 1x105
103.8 103.8

107.66 104.22

3.338 0.7456

ix105 1x105
3.244 3.244

3.365 3.252

4.07 0.858

Relative Error 0.0017 0.0002 0.036 0.004 0.037 0.0025
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5.2 Applications

The method of SOIR is applicable to

problems. To illustrate this, we apply

mixture functions, isotropic functions,

rnany moderately high dimension integration

it to sorne well known test functions, such as

Genz test functions.

Mixture of Beta functions: As mentionecl in previous chapters, traditional im-

portance sampling technique has a major drawback. If h(r) decleases toward 0 faster

lhan g2(r)h2(r) asit moves away from its modes, we can experience that Var(i) : -.
The irony is that this infinite variance is due to a region of ^9 that is unirnportant

in ordinary Monte Carlo sampling. To illustrate tliis point, we plesent the following

example with the univariate beta density function

B(r,a,o¡ : rlo J'óì ro-'(r - r)u-l o < z < 1,\/ f(a)f(b) - \- *t

wlrere a > 0 and b ) 0 are parameters, and l(z) is the gamrna function.

Example 11. Let 5 : [0, 1]5, the integrand is

55
q(r) :0 e ll B(r¡,20,20) + 0.11I B(r¡,2,2),

j:t j:7
(5 2. 1)

where , : (rt,r2," ',r5) e ^9. If we evaluate this integral with the method of

importance sarnpling (IS), we would probably choose the impoltance sanpling density

AS

5

h(r) :ilU(r,,20,20).
j=l

(522)
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This density is very nearly pr-oportional to g(r), so one might expected a good esti-

mate. In fact, În,n= 1. However, it can be showed that Val[I¿,,,] = oo.

By presetting n6 : 5 x 105 and I : 30, we apply the rnethod of sarnpling over

importance region described in Section 4.1 to this integration problem. The results

appeil to be much more acceptable. To visualize the probletn, we display the marginal

histograms over each of 5 dimensions after the 5úh iteration in Figure 5.6. It resultecl

a imploved importance support region of g(r) as S¿¿ : [0.1,0.9]5.

Next, with finalized irnportance sampling region of g@), we calculate the esti-

mate of I(g) tobe Î6n,n:0.9812, which is the weighted averages of 100 estimators

calculated over the importance region 
^9,¿, and Var[f¿.,"] : 0.0379.

Isotropic functions: A class of isotropic test functions due to Capstick and Keis-

teL (1996) have been used as numerical integration test functions. Papageorgiou and

Tlaub (1997) report good lesults for quasi-Monte Carlo on these functions, and Pa-

pageorgiou (2001) introduces a ladial discrepancy rneasure for them. Novak, Ritter,

Schmitt, and Steinbauer (1997) apply an interpolatory rule to some such functions.

?;The isotropic integlals takes the forrn

\
I d*, (b.2.3)

/

function.

h h(z): cos(z). In

l*,nrtr ll)exP-ll'tt' 'L -- no/' [.
./ ¡0, rla

wlrele ll " ll: t/d, and O(z) is the standard

Capstick and Keister (1996) consider the
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(5.2.4)

The exact value of this special integral can be closely approximated by the method

of transformation. Here, we apply the method of SOIR to this particular integration

problern with d :20. By setting 'rro:7 x 106 and / - 30, we draw the rnarginal

histograms over importance region for each of 20 dinensions in Figure 5.7 and Figure

5.8. We also present the estimated lesults by applying SOIR with comparison to

those yielded frorn its transform function fol the case d : 20 in Table 5.3. It shows

that the method of SOIR produces acceptable accurate estimation for this moderately

high dirnensional integlation problern.

Table 5.3: Comparison of Transformation method and SOIR in Capstick and Keister
(1996) example

Pararnetel Transformation Method SOIR

2020

-0.8847 -0.8451

Var[1] 0.0483 0.00658

Genz test functions: We now

of test functions \¡/ere proposed by

[est method of SOIR

Genz (1984). These

with three widely used family

test families were designed for
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the problem of numerical integration. It is defined on [0, 1]d. Each of these families

is given a name or attribute as follows:

(1) PRODUCT PEAK: et(r) : lIf=rkn' i (rn - *¿)r)-t;

(2) CORNER PEAK : sz(r) : (t + ÐÍ=, ,,ro)-@*') ;

(3) CONTINUOUS: ss(r) : u"p (- Ðl=rr,lr, - ,,1).

Different test functions can be obtained by valying the parameters c : (rr) c2) . . . ) cd)

and t¿ : (ut,'u)z,"' ,w¿). The parameter t¿ acts as a shift parameter, and the

difficulty of the functions is monotonically increasing with the c¿ ) 0. Our examples

are fol the dimension d - 10, and we use parameters c¿ such that

fr,: u,, (b.2.b)
'i:l

where ô¡ is arbitrarily chosen for each family gj, and u and c weïe generated inde-

pendently and unifonnly distributed in [0, 1]'. Then c was renormalized to satisfy

(525)

In this paper, we test g@) for each test family with dimension d : 10. The value

of b3 is given in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Value of b¡ for Genz test functions

jI23
bj 50 100 30



/t)

We apply the method of SOIR to evaluating the test functions PRODUCT PEAK,

CORNER PEAK and CONTINUOUS. With the initial parameter rlo : I x 106 ancl

I : 30, the numerical results of above three test functions are presented in Table 5.5.

We also present the marginal histograms over importance sarnpling region over each

of 10 dimensions for all of above three test functions, both on the initial stage and in

the final stage (see in Figure 5.9-Figure 5.14).

Table 5.5: Numerical Results for Three Genz Test Functions

Numerical Result PRODUCT PEAK CORNER PEAK Continuous
I 2.7107 x 108 7.7750 x 10-12 4.2725 x 10-7

Var(1) 4.1531 x 107 I.8574 x 10-12 5.1425 x 10-8
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Chapter 6

Summary and Further Research

If we survey in the development of numelical integration method retrospectively, we

discern a rapid advancement in one-dimensional cases during the past.

For a number- of reasons, numerical integration method in high dimensions have

developed more slowly. Before the development of electronic digital computer, no

practical use could be found for an integration method in higher dimensions. The

availability of powerful computing devices and statistical softwares have however made

possible the study of functions of multivariate distributions. New atternpts at obtain-

ing numerical integration methods in high-dimension are being made.

Among many integration techniques, importance sampling method is a popular

tool for high-dimensional integration. The accuracy of its lesult, however, depends

on the chosen importance density - a good choice may inclease efficiency, but an

inappropriate choice can câuse devastating loss in accuracy. MoLeover, in practice

there is no guaranteed way to choose a good importance density. This problern

87
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becomes Inore sevele with the increasing cornplexity of the integrand, the number of

dimensions, and the precision desired.

The method of sampling over importance region (SOiR) is developed to compare

with numerous integrals estimated by l<nown importance sampling rnethods in toclay's

literature. After the formation of importance region of given random variables, the

method of SOIR is to procluce an initial acceptable estimator of given integral within

reasonable computational time and cost. Furthermore, it is dimension-free and easy

to implement. It is also applicable to many kinds of real functions arising in real life,

including non-differentiable, and discontinuous functions.

For a given function of g(r), the general construction of high-dimensional irn-

portance sarnpling region rule is a difficult task. Even though a large nurnber of

theoretical results are available today, the general building rule with safe coverage

importance region still remains an art. The rnethod of SOIR is mainly suitable for

the functions with concave shapes. The value of g@) with respect to random variable

X are liighly concentrated at a hyper-cube subregion of the support of g(r). However,

for any convex shape functions, the method of SOIR is sornewhat unsatisfactory be-

câuse of the difficulty of developing an algorithrn to build the appropriate importance

region. Further t-esearch is required to solve such a problem in order to generalize the

existing numerical integration algorithm.
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